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VELVET
VIGNETTE

Available in Australia from:
EARLY MAY ENTERPRISES PTY LTD
PH: 07-3353-4709
www.emee.com.au
This nine block collection creates a beautiful tile
scene depicting an elegant butterfly perched
among dainty flowers and vines. Our use of plush
velvet base fabric combined with batik leaves
and silk fabrics for the flowers and butterfly
creates a striking combination.
Butterflies are often said to be lucky and the
bearer of positive news, bringing joy and peace
to all those graced with their presence. This
tile scene captures the ethereal beauty of the
butterfly, surrounded by vines and fresh florals.
This collection includes five sizes, to give the
perfect option for your project. Create this butterfly
tile scene as the centerpiece of a quilt, a wallhanging, or as an elegant piece of framed art.

KITCHEN
BOAS
We’ve all been there: you’re whipping up some
delicious food for friends or family when you need
to wipe off your hands, but there’s no towel in
sight.Now, you won’t miss a beat (or whisk) while
prepping your next spread with this collection that
proves to be as functional as it is stylish!
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FARMSTEAD
This quilt uses multiple techniques to
evoke a primitive and classic feel. With a
combination of appliqué, blanket stitch,
and even a built-in folded fabric border;
this collection will have you feeling down
home on the farm!

This collection is full of country charm.
The best part is that you can use it on its
own or as a complement to our beloved
Homestead collection! Each of these
twenty different blocks comes in six Mix &
Match sizes to give you lots of quaint
quilting options.

Available in Australia from:
EARLY MAY ENTERPRISES PTY LTD
PH: 07-3353-4709
www.emee.com.au

ORGANZA
GARDEN
Our newest shadow work collection, Organza
Garden, features floral designs that are sure to
dazzle. Colorful abstract shapes sit behind these
linework florals, and the combination of art styles
results in a unique look reminiscent of modern
art. This unique twist on traditional shadow work
depicts each botanical drawing with bright pops
of color under a layer of white organza, creating
a vibrant but calming watercolor effect. With both
square and rectangular quilt blocks in 6 sizes
each, you’ll be able to create this masterpiece in
any configuration, or even mix it with another floral
favorite.

